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COSET DECISION TREES AND THE FOURIER ALGEBRA
TOM SANDERS
1. Introduction
The work of this paper can be viewed in three ways:
‚ as a relationship between Boolean functions with small spectral norm and certain
decision trees;
‚ as a description of integer-valued functions in the Fourier algebra of a finite group;
‚ as an example of how to extend certain additive combinatorial results to a non-
Abelian setting.
The books [O’D14], [Rud90] and [TV06] provide background for each of these three per-
spectives respectively.
We discuss the first two in order in the introduction, and those interested in the third
can move to §3 (though it may be worth noting a few basic definitions from §2 first).
Given a finite Abelian group G we write pG for its dual group, that is the set of homo-
morphisms GÑ S1 where S1 :“ tz P C : |z| “ 1u. The Fourier transform and algebra
norm (sometimes called the spectral norm) of f : GÑ C are defined by
(1.1) pf : pGÑ C; γ ÞÑ ExPGfpxqγpxq and }f}ApGq :“ } pf}ℓ1p pGq “ÿ
γ
| pfpγq|.
The paper [KM93] was one of the early papers to study the class of Boolean functions
with small algebra norm, and amongst other things they showed that such functions can
be efficiently learnt both randomly [KM93, Theorem 4.2] and deterministically [KM93,
Theorem 4.12]. Their arguments are based around algorithms for finding significant Fourier
coefficients and these have been generalised (from their setting of G “ pZ{kZqn) to general
finite Abelian groups in [Aka08] leading to analogous learning results. There have also
been extensions to (possibly non-Abelian) p-groups1 by Boneh in [Bon95] which can be
used to produced a randomised efficient learning algorithm in that setting.
In potentially non-Abelian groups we need to give a slightly different definition of the
algebra norm. One can replace pG above by the set of irreducible representations and extend
the definitions in (1.1). This is the approach taken in [Bon95, §3] but we shall proceed
slightly differently avoiding any representation theory.
Given a finite group G, any f : GÑ C naturally induces a linear operator
L2pGq Ñ L2pGq; g ÞÑ
`
x ÞÑ f ˚ gpxq :“ EyPGfpyqgpy´1xq
˘
,
1Boneh notes all such groups are nilpotent and hence monomial groups which helps with their repre-
sentation theory.
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Figure 1. Example of a W-decision tree.
and we define the algebra norm of f , written }f}ApGq, to be the the trace-norm of this
operator or, equivalently, the sum of its singular values2. This norm makes the space of
complex-valued functions on G into a complex Banach algebra.
When G is Abelian the Fourier transform gives a unitary map L2pGq Ñ ℓ2p pGq (simul-
taneously) diagonalising these operators. The values on the diagonal are just the Fourier
coefficients pfpγq and so the trace norm is exactly } pf}
ℓ1p pGq and our new definition agrees
with (1.1).
Returning to [KM93], Kushilevitz and Mansour also showed that Boolean functions that
can be computed by small decision trees have small algebra norm. To explain this it will
be helpful to have a little more notation.
Suppose that we have a set W of subsets of X where for each W P W and x P X it
is cheap to determine whether x P W . We define a (binary) W-decision tree to be
a rooted binary tree in which each leaf is labelled with 0 or 1; each internal vertex v is
labelled with some Wv P W; and the two outgoing edges of v with 0 and 1. Given x P X ,
the decision tree T constructs a computation path from the root to a leaf: when the path
reaches vertex v it follows the outgoing edge labelled 1 if x P W and 0 otherwise. The
output of T on input x is the value of the leaf. (c.f. [O’D14, Definition 3.13].)
An example of a W-decision tree computing the Boolean function
f “ 1W11W21W3 ` 1W0p1´ 1W1q ` p1´ 1W0qp1´ 1W2q1W5 where W0, . . . ,W5 P W
is given in Figure 1. (Of course it would be more efficient to replace the f4 node since both
its out-edges are leaves with value 0; we leave it in for illustrative purposes.) The idea is,
of course, that if the functions in W are easy to compute and f can be computed by a
small W-decision tree, then f is easy to compute.
Suppose that T is a W-decision tree computing f : G Ñ t0, 1u. If P “ v0 ¨ ¨ ¨ vr is a
maximal path in T then we write zP for the value of the label on the leaf in P ; and for
2For a definition (of what are there called singular numbers) see [Woj91, Chapter III.G, §6].
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0 ď i ă r we write gi :“ 1Wvi if the edge vivi`1 is labelled with a 1 and gi :“ 1 ´ 1Wvi if
it is labelled by a 0; we define gP to be the product g0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gr´1. Then (c.f. [O’D14, Fact
3.15])
(1.2) fpxq “
ÿ
P is a maximal path in T
zP gP pxq for all x P G.
A parity decision tree3 corresponds to the case
X “ pZ{2Zqn and W “ tH ď X : |X : H | “ 2u,
and a decision tree4 corresponds to the case
X “ pZ{2Zqn and W “ ttx : xi “ 0u : 1 ď i ď nu.
There are also notions of k-ary decision trees which are natural when X “ pZ{kZqn, and
[Bon95, Definition 5.1] defines a G-decision tree in which each internal vertex has a normal
subgroup H ⊳G associated with it and an out-edge for each coset of H .
In [KM93, Lemma 5.1] the authors show that if a Boolean function can be computed
by a parity decision tree with m leaves then it has algebra norm at most m. Given this
it is natural to ask whether every Boolean function on pZ{2Zqn with small spectral norm
can be computed by a parity decision tree with a small number of leaves. Unfortunately
this is not quite true: one can check that if f is not identically 0 and a Boolean function
computed by a parity decision tree with m leaves then5 Ef ě 2´m. But if f is the indicator
function of a singleton then }f}ApGq “ 1, so it follows that f is a Boolean function with
algebra norm 1 that cannot be computed by a parity decision tree with opnq leaves.
The singleton example in the previous paragraph extends to a general class of examples
for finite groups: if G is a finite group then we write WpGq for the set of cosets of subgroups
of G. A short calculation shows that }1W }ApGq “ 1.
We call a WpGq-decision tree a coset decision tree, and then in view of (1.2) and the
fact that the algebra norm really is an algebra norm we see that if f : G Ñ t0, 1u can be
computed by a coset decision tree with m leaves then
}f}ApGq ď m2m.
In this paper we shall show the following converse.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that G is a finite group and f : G Ñ t0, 1u has }f}ApGq ď M .
Then there is a coset decision tree with exppexppexppOpM2qqqq leaves computing f .
We remark that if G is Abelian then better results are available. Indeed, if G “ pZ{pZqn,
Shpilka, Tal and lee Volk [STV17, Theorem 1.2] identify the stronger structure of a parity
decision tree with far better bounds. (Of course their bounds necessarily depend on the
size of G, but they do so in an very mild way, and their theorem comes along with a host
of other results.)
3See [O’D14, Exercise 3.26].
4See [O’D14, Definition 3.13].
5See [O’D14, Exercise 3.30] for the decision tree version of this.
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We now turn to our second, harmonic analytic, motivation. In [Eym64, Definition 3.5]
Eymard extended the classical definition6 of ApGq for locally compact Abelian groups to
locally compact groups. This is done first by extending the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra BpGq
[Eym64, Definition 2.2].
Given a locally compact group G and function f : GÑ C define
(1.3) }f}BpGq :“ inft}x}H}y}H : fptq “ xπptqx, yyH for all t P Gu,
where the infimum is over all Hilbert spaces H ; elements x, y P H ; and strongly continuous
representations π : G Ñ AutpHq – that is strongly continuous unitary representations of
G on H . The set BpGq is then the set of functions for which this quantity is finite.
[Eym64, Proposition 2.16] shows that BpGq equipped with } ¨ }BpGq is a complex Banach
algebra and [Eym64, Lemme 2.14] that the infimum in (1.3) is attained. The space ApGq
can be defined as the closure of BpGqXCcpGq in BpGq where CcpGq is the set of continuous
compactly supported functions, and we write }f}ApGq :“ }f}BpGq for f P ApGq. If G is finite
then this definition agrees with the one in the previous section.
We write WpGq for the set of cosets of open subgroups of G and a short calculation
confirms that if W P WpGq then }1W }BpGq “ 1. Moreover, if z P ℓ1pWpGqq is integer-
valued then
f :“
ÿ
WPWpGq
zW1W is integer-valued and has }f}BpGq ď }z}ℓ1pWpGqq.
In [Lef72], Lefranc announced the following converse.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G is a locally compact group and f P BpGq is integer-valued.
Then there is some integer-valued z P ℓ1pWpGqq such that
f “
ÿ
WPWpGq
zW1W .
It seems Lefranc’s proof of Theorem 1.2 never appeared in print, but happily a beautiful
argument of Host did in [Hos86], and Theorem 1.2 is sometimes (see e.g. [Run07]) called
the Cohen-Host theorem since Cohen [Coh60] proved it in the case when G is Abelian.
It has been used for a number of endeavours in harmonic analysis, for example character-
ising the locally compact groups G for which ApGq is amenable [FR05]; and characterising
the ideals of ApGq with bounded approximate identities [FKLS03]. Both of these and more
are discussed in [Run07].
Host’s argument actually shows the following stronger result.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G is a locally compact group and f P BpGq is integer-valued
with }f}BpGq ďM . Then there is an integer L ďM , open subgroups K1, . . . , KL of G, and
integer-valued functions zpiq P ℓ1pG{Kiq such that
f “
Lÿ
i“1
ÿ
WPG{Ki
z
piq
W 1W .
6See, for example, [Rud90, §1.2.3].
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The bound on L makes this result partially quantitative, but it still tells us nothing if
G is a finite group, and we prove the following.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that G is a finite group and f : G Ñ Z has }f}ApGq ď M .
Then there is some L “ OpMq, subgroups K1, . . . , KL ď G, and integer-valued functions
zpiq P ℓ1pG{Kiq (for 1 ď i ď L) such that
f “
Lÿ
i“1
ÿ
WPG{Ki
z
piq
W 1W and }zpiq}ℓ1pG{Kiq ď exppexppexppOpM2qqqq.
This improves on the bounds in [San11, Theorem 1.2] (which are triply tower in nature),
and we also hope it provides a more easily digested proof.
By considering the case G “ Z{pZ for p a large prime and taking f to be the indicator
function of an arithmetic progression of length p`1
2
we see that we cannot hope to replace
the triple exponential with a bound better than exppcMq for some absolute c ą 0. Of
course such groups are Abelian where better results than Theorem 1.4 are available, and
we do not know if there are non-Abelian groups that might provide better lower bounds.
As a final remark it might be of interest to combine the arguments here with Host’s to
prove a fully quantitative version of Theorem 1.3. Indeed, when G is Abelian this was done
in [GS08, Theorem 1.2] and that result has since been applied in [Woj11] and [CW13].
2. Notation and basic facts
It is convenient to gather together a few definitions and standard lemmas along with
some alternative ways of defining the algebra norm. We assume from now on that G is a
finite group.
We write CpGq for the complex-valued functions on G and ρ for the right regular repre-
sentation so that
ρypfqpxq :“ fpxyq for all x, y P G,
We writeMpGq for the complex-valued measures onG and extend ρ toMpGq in the natural
way. Moreover we put
f ˚ µ :“
ż
ρy´1pfqpxqdµpyq for all f P CpGq and µ PMpGq,
so that
ρzpf ˚ µq “
ż
ρzy´1pfqdµpyq “
ż
ρu´1pfqdρzpµqpuq “ f ˚ ρzpµq for all z P G.
We define convolution of measures similarly.
If µ P MpGq is non-negative and g P L1pµq then we write gdµ for the element of MpGq
induced by
CpGq Ñ CpGq; f ÞÑ
ż
fgdµ.
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If S Ă G is non-empty then we write mS for the uniform probability measure on G
supported on S, and δS for the counting measure supported on S; we write ℓppSq for
LppδSq.
If µ is a Haar measure on G then we define
f ˚ g :“ f ˚ pgdµq for all f P L1pµq and g P L1pµq.
The two examples we use are when f, g P L1pmGq and h, k P ℓ1pGq when we have
f ˚ g “ Eyρy´1pfqgpyq and h ˚ k “
ÿ
y
ρy´1pfqgpyq.
We also put rfpxq :“ fpx´1q for all x P G, f P CpGq,
so that Ă1A “ 1A´1 for any A Ă G, and make a similar definition for rµ where µ PMpGq.
For f P CpGq and µ PMpGq we write
xf, µy :“
ż
fdµ and xµ, fy :“
ż
fdµ.
A short calculation verifies that
xf, ν ˚ rµy “ xf ˚ µ, νy “ xµ, rf ˚ νy for all f P CpGq, µ, ν PMpGq.
Given a homomorphism π : GÑ AutpHq we write
pµpπq :“ ż πpt´1qdµptq.
This the analogue of the Fourier transform.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that H ď G and f P ApGq. Then
}f}ApGq “ }f ´ f ˚mH}ApGq ` }f ˚mH}ApGq.
Proof. This is a routine calculation: write M for the operator g ÞÑ f ˚ g ´ f ˚mH ˚ g and
N for the operator g ÞÑ f ˚ mH ˚ g. Then N˚g “ mH ˚ rf ˚ g and so MN˚g “ 0. But
then M˚MN˚N “ 0 “ N˚NM˚M and so M˚M and N˚N commute. By the spectral
theorem they can be simultaneously diagonalised and any eigenvector for M˚M with non-
zero eigenvalue is in the kernel ofN˚N and vice versa. The result follows from the definition
of the ApGq-norm. 
We now turn to two useful equivalent definitions for the algebra norm. The can be
compared with the definition of the uniform almost periodicity norms [TV06, Definition
11.15], but see also [Eym64, The´ore`m, p218].
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f P ApGq. Then there is a constant M ď }f}ApGq; a finite
probability space pΩ,Pq; and functions gω, hω P L2pmGq of unit L2pmGq-norm for all ω P Ω
such that
fpxq “MEωĂhω ˚ gωpxq for all x P G.
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There is also a finite dimensional Hilbert space H; a homomorphism π : GÑ AutpHq; and
elements v, w P H such that }v}}w} ď }f}ApGq and
fpxq “ xπpxqv, wy for all x P G.
Proof. Let pλωqω be the singular values of g ÞÑ f ˚ g with corresponding bases pvωqω and
pwωqω so that f ˚ vω “ λωwω. Put u :“ |G|1t1Gu, whence
fpxq “
ż
ρt´1pf ˚ ρtpuqqpxqdmGptq “
ÿ
ω
λω
ż
ρt´1pwωqxρtpuq, vωydmGptq.
Let Ppωq “ λω}f}´1ApGq (which is a probability measure by definition of } ¨ }ApGq) and put
hω :“ Ăwω and gωptq :“ xρtpuq, vωy. It is then easy to check that }hω}L2pmGq “ }wω}L2pmGq “ 1
for all ω; and furthermore
}gω}2L2pmGq “
ż
|xρtpuq, vωy|2dmGptq “ }vω}2L2pmGq “ 1
for all ω. The first part follows.
Given the first representation note thatĂhω ˚ gωpxq “ xgω, ρxphωqyL2pmGq.
Let H :“ L2pmGqΩ and ρ the right regular representation in the natural way. The result
then follows from a calculation. 
It is useful to make a further definition: we write N pGq for the set of symmetric
neighbourhoods of G and for Z,Z`, Z´ Ă G non-empty and X P N pGq we say that
pZ,X ;Z`, Z´q is η-closed if
Z´X Ă Z,ZX´1 Ă Z` and |Z
`zZ´|
|Z| ď η.
Frequently we shall simply say pZ,Xq is η-closed and introduce Z` and Z´ as needed.
Such sets support an approximate invariant measure captured by the following lemma.
The proof is immediate.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that pZ,Xq is η-closed. Then
sup t|ρxpf ˚mZqptq ´ f ˚mZptq| : x P Xu “ }f ˚mZ ´ f ˚mZptq}L8ptXq ď η}f}L8pGq.
The representation ρ is isometric on LppGq and we preserve an approximate version of
this in the following facts:
}ρxpfq}LppmBX q “ }f}LppmBX q whenever f P LppmBq,
and
}ρxpfq}pLppmBq ď
|BX|
|B| }f}
p
LppmBX q
whenever f P LppmBXq.
Finally we shall need the following version of Ruzsa’s covering lemma; the argument is
the same as [TV06, Lemma 2.14].
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Lemma 2.4 (Ruzsa’s covering lemma). Suppose that X,W Ă G are non-empty and have
D|W | ě |WX|. Then there is a set T Ă X of size at most D such that tW´1Wt : t P T u
is a cover of X.
3. Overview and conditional proof
In the introduction we discussed two ways to view this work. In this section we give an
overview of the proof of our results and also highlight a third was to view our arguments,
this time through an additive combinatorial lens.
The overall structure of our argument is fairly typical for additive combinatorics, trans-
lating the work of [GS08] to the non-Abelian setting. This can be an involved affair as
seen in [San11], and part of our hope here is that the shorter and sharper arguments we
now give will be more illuminating and useful.
The main approach is inductive but works over the class of functions whose values are
almost integers – we say f : GÑ C is ǫ-almost integer-valued if there is some fZ : GÑ Z
such that }f ´ fZ}L8pGq ă ǫ. If ǫ P
`
0, 1
2
‰
then fZ is uniquely defined and we shall always
assume it is.
We shall prove the following result.
Theorem 3.1. There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that if f is ǫ-almost integer-
valued, }f}ApGq ď M , and ǫ ď expp´CMq, then there is some L “ OpMq, subgroups
H1, . . . , HL ď G, and integer-valued functions zpiq P ℓ1pG{Hiq (for 1 ď i ď L) such that
fZ “
Lÿ
i“1
ÿ
WPG{Hi
z
piq
W 1W and }zpiq}ℓ1pG{Hiq ď exppexppexppOpM2qqqq.
First note that Theorem 1.4 follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The argument is purely a manipulation of notation and is better
answered through a picture.
Since f is Boolean we have f “ fZ and so f is certainly expp´CMq-integer-valued; we
can apply Theorem 3.1 to get subgroups H1, . . . , HL ď G and integer-valued functions
zpiq P ℓ1pG{Hiq such that
f “
Lÿ
i“1
ÿ
WPG{Hi
z
piq
W 1W and }zpiq}ℓ1pWpGqq ď exppexppexppOpM2qqqq.
Let g
piq
1 Hi ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă gpiqRiHi be an arbitrary ordering of the Ri “ exppexppexppOpM2qqqq
cosets of Hi in the support of z
piq. Construct a coset decision tree T piq with a root at
g
piq
1 Hi; an edge from g
piq
j Hi to g
piq
j`1Hi for all j ă Ri labelled 0; and a leaf at every vertex
labelled 1. (The tree is really a decision list7 – see Figure 2.)
We produce T iteratively and it is convenient to enlarge our class of coset decision trees
to include integer-values on the leaves not just values in t0, 1u. The final tree we produce
7See [O’D14, Exercise 3.23].
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g
piq
1 Hi g
piq
2 Hi
˚
x P g
piq
2
Hi1
¨ ¨ ¨ gpiqRiHi
˚
x P g
piq
Ri
Hi1
˚
x P Gzg
piq
Ri
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0
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piq
Ri´1
Hi
0
x P Gzg
piq
2
Hi
00
x P Gzg
piq
1
Hi
˚
x P g
piq
1
Hi1
Figure 2. The coset decision tree T piq with asterisks where a root of one of
Ri ` 1 copies of T pi`1q go.
has values in t0, 1u. We start with T1 :“ T p1q and write li for the leaf-value function on Ti.
At stage i ă L take every vertex v of degree one and append a copy of T pi`1q such that v
is the root of T pi`1q, copying all the edge values from T pi`1q in the obvious way. Given a
leaf w in the new graph, let w1 be the vertex it is connected to and define
li`1pwq :“
#
lipvq ` zpi`1q
g
pi`1q
j Hi`1
if w1 is labelled g
pi`1q
j Hi`1 and ww
1 has value 1
lipvq otherwise.
We terminate with T :“ TL. At the end of this process, suppose that we look at a
computation path for x P G. This gives us a unique path from the root to some vertex v,
say
(3.1) v1,1, . . . , vr1,1, v1,2, . . . , vr2,2, v1,3, . . . , vrL´1,L´1, v1,L, . . . , vrL,L, v1,L`1 :“ v,
such that vj,i is labelled g
piq
j Hi for 1 ď j ď ri and 1 ď i ď L. The fact that all the cosets
of H1 occur before those of H2 etc. simply reflects the order we built up T .
Write I Ă t1, . . . , Lu for the set of indices such that the edge between vri,i and v1,i`1 is
a 1. If the value of the edge between vri,i and v1,i`1 is 0 then ri “ Ri and x P Gzgpiqj Hi for
all 1 ď j ď Ri and so x R
Ť
supp zpiq. If the value of the edge between vri,i and v1,i`1 is 1
then x P Gzgpiqj Hi for all 1 ď j ă ri and x P gpiqri Hi. It follows that
fpxq “
Lÿ
i“1
ÿ
WPG{Hi
z
piq
W 1W pxq “
ÿ
iPI
z
piq
g
piq
ri
Hi
“ lLpvq
as required. The total number of leaves of the resulting coset decision tree is at most
R1 ¨ ¨ ¨RL ď exppexppexppOpM2qqqq as claimed. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need two key ingredients. The first shows us how to find
structure in the support of fZ when f has small algebra norm and is almost integer-valued.
We shall prove this in §6.
Proposition 3.2. There is an absolute C ą 0 such that if f is ǫ-almost integer-valued
with }f}ApGq ďM and ǫ ď expp´CMq, then there is some S Ă supp fZ such that |SS´1| ď
MOpMq|S| and |S| “MOpMq| supp fZ|.
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When G is abelian the conclusion |SS´1| ď K|S| (in additive notation |S ´ S| ď K|S|)
output above is the input for Fre˘ıman-type theorem’s. The output of these e.g. [TV06,
Theorem 5.46] is a set of the form P pd1, N1q`¨ ¨ ¨`P pdr, Nrq`H whereH ď G and P pdi, Niq
is an arithmetic progression of length 2Ni`1 and common difference di centred at 0G. For
us the important feature is that the sets Bi :“ P pd1, 2´iN1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` P pdr, 2´iNrq `H (for
i P N0) form a base for a topology on G with some nice properties. In particular, all the
sets Bi are symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity with
(3.2) Bi`1 `Bi`1 Ă Bi and |Bi`1| “ ΩKp|Bi|q for all i P N0
and
|B0| “ ΩKp|A|q and B0 Ă 2A´ 2A.
The fact that the Ω-term in (3.2) does not depend on i captures the linear structure
of characters, and replicating this is a key hurdle in proving a Fre˘ıman-type theorem
in general groups. This (and much more) has now been achieved by Breuillard, Green
and Tao in [BGT12, Theorem 1.6], but at the cost of weaker dependencies. We take a
different approach and accept some (relatively) mild i dependence in exchange for better
K-dependence.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that A is non-empty and |AA´1| ď K|A| and η P p0, 1s. Then
there are Z, Y P N pGq such that pZ, Y 4q is η-closed with
|Y | ě expp´Opη´2 logOp1q 2Kqq|A| and mA´1 ˚ 1AA´1 ˚mApxq ą 1
2
for all x P pZ`q4.
In particular, pZ`q4 Ă A´1AA´1A.
We prove this in §4.
This corollary is designed to be used iteratively and the conclusion in terms of the
convolution is there to deal with the first step when we may know that |AA´1| ď K|A| but
not that |A´1AA´1A| “ OKp|A|q. (In the Abelian setting Plu¨nnecke’s inequality [TV06,
Corollary 6.26] gives the latter as a consequence of the former but in non-Abelian groups
this need not be the case. See the discussion after [TV06, Proposition 2.38].)
As well as providing us with a way of dealing with the output of Proposition 3.2, Corol-
lary 3.3 also provides us with a general way of replacing level sets of characters – Bohr
sets8 – in the Abelian setting. (The obvious analogue of using characters or representa-
tions of non-Abelian groups runs into complications with controlling the dimension of the
representation.) We use this to prove a sort of quantitative continuity result:
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that A P N pGq has |A2| ď K|A|; f P ApGq has }f}ApGq ď M ;
and ǫ, η P p0, 1s and p ě 2 are parameters. Then there are sets X,B P N pGq such that
pX,Bq is an η-closed pair with pX`q4 Ă A4,
|B| ě expp´pη´1MKqp exppOpǫ´2qqq|A| and sup
t
}f ´ f ˚mX}LppmtBq ď ǫM.
8See [TV06, §4.4].
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We prove this result in §5, the key tool is Corollary 4.3 recorded and proved in §4.
The fact that the argument gives a triply exponential bound is a result of iterative
application of Corollary 3.3, but the fact that it is triply-exponential in Opǫ´2q (rather
than, say, Opǫ´1q) comes from the application of the Cotlar-Stein lemma at the end of the
proof of Proposition 3.4. It seems conceivable that this might be improved.
With these tools recorded we are ready to stitch them together to give our main iteration
lemma.
Lemma 3.5. There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that if f is ǫ-almost integer-
valued, }f}ApGq ď M , η ą 0 is a parameter and ǫ ď expp´CMq, then there is some
H ď G such that f ˚ mH is pǫ ` ηq-almost integer-valued, pf ˚ mHqZ ı 0 and |H | ě
expp´ exppexppOpM2 ` log log η´1qqqq| supp fZ|.
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.2 (possible provided ǫ ď expp´CMq) to get S Ă supp fZ such
that
|S| “M´OpMq| supp fZ| and |SS´1| ďMOpMq|S|.
By Corollary 3.3 (applied to S with parameter 1) there is some A P N pGq such that
|A| ě expp´MOp1qq|S|, and mS´1 ˚ 1SS´1 ˚mSpxq ą 1
2
for all x P A4.
It follows that
1
2
|A2| ď
ÿ
xPA2
mS´1 ˚ 1SS´1 ˚mSpxq ď |SS´1| ďMOpMq|S|3,
so
|A| ě expp´MOp1qq| supp fZ| and |A2| ď exppMOp1qq|A|.
Moreover, if Z Ă A4 then
1
2
ď xmS´1 ˚ 1SS´1 ˚mS, mZy “ xmS ˚ ĂmZ , 1SS´1 ˚mSyℓ2pGq ď }1S ˚ ĂmZ}ℓ8pGq|SS´1||S|´1,
so
(3.3) sup
t
mtZpSq “ }1S ˚ ĂmZ}ℓ8pGq ěM´OpMq for all H ‰ Z Ă A4.
Apply Proposition 3.4 with parameters 2´5M , 2´5M , and p (the last of which is to be
optimised) to get X,B P N pGq such that pX,Bq is 2´5M´1-closed, pX`q4 Ă A4 and
|B| ě expp´ exppexppOpM2 ` log pqqqq| supp fZ| and sup
t
}f ´ f ˚mX}LppmtBq ď 2´5.
We may assume that ǫ ď 2´5 and hence by the triangle inequality and Lemma 2.3 we have
that
}fZ ´ f ˚mXptq}LppmtBq ď 2´4 for all t P G.
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It follows that f ˚ mX is 2´4-almost integer-valued. By Lemma 2.3 for all t P G and
b P B´1 “ B we also have
|pf ˚mXqZptbq ´ pf ˚mXqZptq| ď |pf ˚mXqZptbq ´ f ˚mXptbq|
` |f ˚mXptbq ´ f ˚mXptq|
` |f ˚mXptq ´ pf ˚mXqZptq| ă 1
2
.
It follows that pf ˚mXqZ is constant on left cosets of H , the group generated by B.
Now suppose t P G so that
mtB ptx P tB : pf ˚mXqZpxq ‰ fZpxquq ď }pf ˚mXqZ ´ fZ}pLppmtBq
ď `}pf ˚mXqZ ´ f ˚mX}LppmtBq
` }f ˚mX ´ f}LppmtBq
` }f ´ fZ}LppmtBq
˘p
ď `2´4 ` 2´5 ` ǫ˘p ď 4´p,
and since H “ HB it follows that
mtH ptx P tH : pf ˚mXqZpxq ‰ fZpxquq
“ 1|B|
ÿ
bPB
|tx P tHb : pf ˚mXqZpxq ‰ fZpxqu|
|H |
“ EhPH |tx P thB : pf ˚mXqZpxq ‰ fZpxqu||B|
“ EhPHmthB ptx P thB : pf ˚mXqZpxq ‰ fZpxquq ď 4´p.
We showed earlier that pf ˚mXqZ is constant on left cosets of H so
pf ˚mXqZ ˚ĄmHptq “ ż pf ˚mXqZdmtH P Z.
But
|fZ ˚ĄmHptq ´ pf ˚mXqZ ˚ĄmHptq| ď ż |fZ ´ pf ˚mXqZ|dmtH “ OpM4´pq,
and so
|f ˚ĄmHptq ´ pf ˚mXqZ ˚ĄmHptq| ď ǫ`OpM4´pq.
Since H “ H´1 the function f ˚mH is pǫ`OpM4´pqq-almost integer-valued.
Finally, if pf ˚mHqZ ” 0 then pf ˚mXqZ ” 0 and we have
(3.4) mtB ptx P tB : 0 ‰ fZpxquq ď 4´p for all t P G,
but B Ă A4 and so by (3.3) suptmtBpsupp fZq ě M´OpMq. It follows that we may take
p “ OpmaxtM logM, logMη´1uq such that f ˚mH is pǫ` ηq-almost integer-valued and we
have a contradiction to (3.4) so that pf ˚mHqZ ı 0. The lemma follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let C ą 0 be the absolute constant in the statement of Lemma 3.5.
Let ǫi :“ 2iǫ` 4i´2M´4 expp´CMq. We shall define functions fi such that
fi is ǫi-almost integer-valued, }fi`1}ApGq ď }fi}ApGq ´ 1
2
,
and so that there is a group Hi ď G and an integer-valued function zpiq P ℓ1pG{Hiq with
pfi ´ fi`1qZ “
ÿ
WPG{Hi
z
piq
W 1W and }zpiq}ℓ1pG{Hiq ď exppexppexppOpM2qqqq.
We set f0 :“ f which is certainly ǫ0-almost integer-valued (for ǫ sufficiently small). At
stage i ď 2M`1 apply Lemma 3.5 with η “ 4´2M´3 expp´CMq which is possible provided
ǫ ď expp´C 1Mq. We get Hi`1 ď G with
|Hi`1| ě expp´ exppexppOpM2qqqq| supppfiqZ|
and
fi ˚mHi`1 is pǫi ` ηq ´ almost integer-valued.
Put fi`1 :“ fi ´ fi ˚mHi`1 . Then fi`1 is 2ǫi ` η ď ǫi`1 almost integer-valued. Moreover,
since
| supppfi ˚mHi`1qZ| ď 2| supppfiqZ|
and pfi ˚ mHi`1qZ is invariant on left cosets of Hi`1 it follows from the lower bound on
|Hi`1| that pfi ˚mHi`1qZ takes non-zero integer values on at most exppexppexppOpM2qqqq
left cosets of Hi`1. Added to this, the value of pfi ˚mHi`1qZ on each of these is an integer
between ´pM `1q and pM `1q. It follows that pfi´fi`1qZ “ pfi ˚mHi`1qZ has the claimed
form.
Finally, since pfi˚mHi`1qZ is not identically 0 it follows that }fi˚mHi`1}ApGq ě 1´ǫi`1 ě 12
and hence }fi`1}ApGq “ }fi}ApGq ´ }fi ˚mHi`1}ApGq ď }fi}ApGq ´ 12 (by Lemma 2.1). In view
of this the iteration terminates in 2M steps and unpacking what that means we have the
result. 
4. Croot-Sisask lemmas
The basic tool we need is a slightly adjusted version of [C LS11, Lemma 3.2] (the proof
of which is the same). Before beginning we set some standard notation: if g : Ωˆ Z Ñ C
and ω P Ω define
gω : Z Ñ C; z ÞÑ gpω, zq.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that µ is a non-negative measure on a finite set; ν is a complex-
valued measure on a finite set Ω; p ě 2 is a parameter; and g P Lpp|ν| ˆ µq. Then there is
a function h with |hpωq| “ }ν} for all ω P Ω and a positive integer r “ Oppǫ´2q such that
|ν|r
¨˝$&%ω P Ωr :
›››››
ż
gω1dνpω1q ´ 1
r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpωiqgωi
¸›››››
Lppµq
ď ǫ}g}Lpp|ν|ˆµq
,.-‚˛ě 12}ν}r.
We also need [San12, Proposition 4.2] with S replaced by S´1 and T replaced by T´1.
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that A, S, T Ă G are finite and non-empty with |AS´1| ď K|A| and
|ST | ď L|S|, and k P N and ǫ P p0, 1s are parameters. Then there is some X P N pGq such
that
|X| ě expp´Opǫ´2k2plog 2Kqplog 2Lqqq|T |
such that
|mA´1 ˚ 1AS´1 ˚mSpxq ´ 1| ď ǫ for all x P Xk.
With these recorded we turn to developing the consequences we need.
Corollary (Corollary 3.3). Suppose that A is non-empty and |AA´1| ď K|A| and η P p0, 1s.
Then there are Z,Z`, Z´, Y P N pGq such that pZ, Y 4;Z`, Z´q is η-closed with
|Y | ě expp´Opη´2 logOp1q 2Kqq|A| and mA´1 ˚ 1AA´1 ˚mApxq ą 1
2
for all x P pZ`q4.
In particular, pZ`q4 Ă A´1AA´1A.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.2 with T “ A´1, S “ A and k “ 12 to get W P N pGq with
|W | ě expp´Oplog2 2Kqq|A| and |mA´1 ˚ 1AA´1 ˚mApxq ´ 1| ă 1
2
for all x PW 12.
Apply Lemma 4.2 with all sets equal to W and a parameter 8k to be optimised shortly to
get Y P N pGq such that
Y 8k ĂW 4 and |Y | ě expp´Opk2 log4Kqq|A|.
Now
k´1ź
i“0
|Y 8Y 8iW 4Y 8iY 8|
|Y 8iW 4Y 8i| ď
|W 12|
|W 4| ď exppOplog
2 2Kqq,
and so there is some 0 ď i ă k such that
|Y 8Y 8iW 8Y 8iY 8| ď
ˆ |W 12|
|W 4|
˙ 1
k
|Y 8iW 8iY 8i|.
Let k “ Opη´1 log2Kq be such that the right hand side is at most 1 ` η. Set Z :“
Y 4Y 8iW 4Y 8iY 4, Z´ :“ Y 8iW 4Y 8i and Z` :“ Y 8Y 8iW 4Y 8iY 8 which are all elements of
N pGq and Z´Y 4 Ă Z and ZpY 4q´1 Ă Z` so pZ, Y 4q is η-closed. Finally, pZ`q4 Ă W 12
from which the result follows. 
The following lemma is a version of the Croot-Sisask lemma [CS10] but set up to deal
with signed-measures and to produce covers. The covers make iterative applications of the
lemma easier, essentially because the meet of a cover of size K and a cover of size L is a
cover of size at most KL. We shall see this benefit explicitly in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that X,A, S Ă G are non-empty with D|A| ě |AS|; ν is a
complex-valued measure, absolutely continuous w.r.t. mA, with›››› dνdmA
››››2
L2pmAq
ď E
›››› dνdmA
››››
L1pmAq
;
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and f P LppmXq for some p P r2,8q; and ǫ P p0, 1s is a parameter. Then there is a cover
P of S having size at most exppOpǫ´2p log 2DEǫ´1qq such that
}ρs´1pf ˚ νq ´ ρt´1pf ˚ νq}LppmXASq ď ǫ}ν}}f}LppmXASq for all s, t P P P P.
Proof. Put gpx, yq :“ ρx´1pfqpyq for |ν| ˆmXA-a.e. px, yq P G2 and note that
}g}p
Lpp|ν|ˆmXAq
“
ż ż
|ρx´1pfqpyq|pdmXApyqd|ν|pxq “ }ν}}f}pLppmXAq
since
ş
gxdνpxq “ f ˚ ν. Apply Lemma 4.1 with mXA on G, the complex-valued measure ν
on G, the function g, and parameter 1
6
ǫ to get a function h : GÑ C with |hpxq| “ }ν} for
all x P G such that the set
L :“
$&%x P Gr :
›››››f ˚ ν ´ 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpxiqρx´1i pfq
¸›››››
LppmXAq
ď 1
6
ǫ}ν}}f}LppmXAq
,.-
has |ν|rpLq ě 1
2
}ν}r. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (recalling our rescaling) we have
mrApLq “
›››› dνdmA
››››´2r
L2pmAq
mrApLq
˜ż rź
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
dν
dmA
paiq
ˇˇˇˇ2
dmrApaq
¸
ě
›››› dνdmA
››››´2r
L2pmAq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1Lpaq
rź
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
dν
dmA
paiq
ˇˇˇˇ
dmrApaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“
›››› dνdmA
››››´2r
L2pmAq
|ν|rpLq ě 1
2
E´2r.
We may certainly assume that L Ă supp |ν|r Ă Ar and so it follows (since supp f ˚ν Ă XA)
that for all s P S and x P L we have›››››ρs´1pf ˚ νq ´ 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpxiqρpxisq´1pfq
¸›››››
LppmXASq
ď 1
6
ǫ}ν}}f}LppmXASq.
Let Q be a partition of pS1qr of size ǫ´Oprq such that }z ´ z1}ℓr8 ď 16ǫ for all z, z1 P Q P Q.
Pulling back this partition along the map L Ñ pS1qr; x ÞÑ p}ν}´1hpx1q, . . . , }ν}´1hpxrqq it
follows that there is some M Ă L with
mrApMq ě
1
|Q|m
r
ApLq s.t. |hpxiq ´ hpx1iq| ď
1
6
ǫ}ν} for all x, x1 P M, 1 ď i ď r.
In particular, if s, t P S and x, y P M are such that xis “ yit for all 1 ď i ď r then›››››1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpxiqρpxisq´1pfq
¸
´ 1
r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpyiqρpyitq´1pfq
¸›››››
LppmXASq
ď 1
6
ǫ}ν} sup
!››ρpas1q´1pfq››LppmXASq : s1 P S, a P A) ď 16ǫ}ν}}f}LppmXASq
by the triangle inequality. Write ∆ : GÑ Gr; t ÞÑ pt, . . . , tq. Then
|M∆pSq| ď |MpS ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sq| ď |AS|r ď Dr|A|r ď 2DrE2rǫ´Oprq|M|.
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By Ruzsa’s covering lemma (Lemma 2.4) we see that there is a set T Ă S of size at most
2DrE2rǫ´Oprq such that tM´1M∆ptq : t P T u covers ∆pSq; let
P :“ tts : ∆psq P M´1M∆ptqu : t P T u
so that P is a cover of S of the claimed size. Finally, if s0, s1 P P P P then there is some
t P T and elements elements xp0q, xp1q, yp0q, yp1q P M such that
x
p0q
i s0 “ yp0qi t and xp1qi s1 “ yp1qi t for all 1 ď i ď r.
For j P t0, 1u we then have›››ρs´1j pf ˚ νq ´ ρt´1pf ˚ νq›››LppmXASq ď
›››››ρs´1j pf ˚ νq ´ 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpxpjqi qρpxpjqi sjq´1pfq
¸›››››
LppmXASq
`
›››››1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpxpjqi qρpxpjq
i
sjq´1
pfq
¸
´1
r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpypjqi qρpypjqi tq´1pfq
¸›››››
LppmXASq
`
›››››1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
hpypjqi qρpypjqi tq´1pfq
¸
´ ρt´1pf ˚ νq
›››››
LppmXASq
.
It follows that ›››ρs´1j pf ˚ νq ´ ρt´1pf ˚ νq›››LppmXAS q ď 12ǫ}ν}}f}LppmXASq,
and we get the conclusion by the triangle inequality again. 
We do not actually need the p-dependence in the above result. Although Proposition
3.4 does use good Lp-control of the norm it achieves this by pigeon-holing the ApGq-mass
on the spectral side since Lp is dominated by L8 which, in turn, is dominated by the ApGq
norm. Nevertheless the proof for general p is not significantly more involved and may be
of use elsewhere.
5. Invariant sets
In this section we shall prove the following proposition. The argument is not dissimilar
to the basic scheme in [GK09] which, itself, is a sort of regularity argument.
Proposition (Proposition 3.4). Suppose that A P N pGq has |A2| ď K|A|; f P ApGq
has }f}ApGq ď M ; and ǫ, η P p0, 1s and p ě 2 are parameters. Then there are sets
X,X`, X´, B P N pGq such that pX,B;X`, X´q is an η-closed pair with pX`q4 Ă A4,
|B| ě expp´pη´1MKqp exppOpǫ´2qqq|A| and sup
t
}f ´ f ˚mX}LppmtBq ď ǫM.
The proof is iterative and based around the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Suppose that f P ApGq has }f}ApGq “ M ; X,B Ă G, B P N pGq have
K|X| ě |XB| and pB, T q η-closed; and ǫ P p0, 1s is a parameter. Then there is a set
W Ă T such that
|W | ě expp´pǫ´1MKqOp1qq|T |
and
}ρu´1pfq ´ ρt´1pfq}L2pmB´ q ď ǫ` ηpMKqOp1q for all u, t PW.
Proof. Since f P ApGq, Lemma 2.2 tells us that there is a constant (which we may as well
take to be M); a probability space pΩ,Pq; and functions hω, gω P L2pmGq with
}hω}L2pmGq ď 1 and }gω}L2pmGq ď 1 for all ω P Ω,
such that
fpxq “MEωĂhω ˚ gωpxq for all x P G.
For z P G we have ż Ą1sXpzq
mGpsXqdmGpsq “
ż
1z´1X´1psq
mGpXq dmGpsq “ 1
and so if x P B then
fpxq “MEω
ż Ăhωpxy´1qgωpyqĄ1sXpxy´1q
mGpsXq dmGpsqdmGpyq
“MEω
ż
phωdmsXq„pxy´1qpgω1sXBqpyqdmGpyqdmGpsq.
For each y P G we put
hω,spyq :“ 1}hω}L2pmsX q
hωpyq1sXpyq and gω,spyq :“ 1}gω}L2pmsXBq
gωpyq1sXBpyq,
and with this notation we see that (for x P B)
fpxq “MEω,s}hω}L2pmsXq}gω}L2pmsXBqphω,sdmsXq„ ˚ gω,spxq.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have (for each ω P Ω)
Es}hω}L2pmsX q}gω}L2pmsXBq ď
`
Es}hω}2L2pmsX q
˘1{2 `
Es}gω}2L2pmsXBq
˘1{2 ď 1.
It follows that
Eω,s}hω}L2pmsXq}gω}L2pmsXBq ď 1,
and hence there is a probability measure P1 on ΩˆG and a constant M 1 ďM such that
fpxq “M 1E1phω,sdmsXq„ ˚ gω,spxq for all x P B.
Note that
}phω,sdmsXq„ ˚ gω,s}L8pGq ď
d
mGpsXBq
mGpsXq }hω,s}L2pmsX q}gω,s}L2pmsXBq ď
?
K,
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and so `
E
1}M 1phω,sdmsXq„ ˚ gω,s}2L2pmBq
˘ 1
2 ďM 1
?
K.
It follows by Lemma 4.1 (applied to ppω, sq, xq ÞÑ M 1phω,sdmsXq„ ˚ gω,spxq with p “ 2,
µ “ mB, ν “ P1 and with some parameter δ chosen later) that there is some r “ Opδ´2q,
ω1, . . . , ωr P Ω and s1, . . . , sr P G such that›››››f ´ M 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
phωi,sidmsiXq„ ˚ gωi,si
¸›››››
L2pmBq
ď δ
?
KM 1.
Write γi :“ phωi,sidmsXq„ ˚ gωi,si so that }γi}L8pGq ď
?
K and
(5.1)
›››››ρt´1pfq ´ M 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
ρt´1pγiq
¸›››››
L2pmB´ q
ď δ
?
KM 1 for all t P T.
For each 1 ď i ď r apply Corollary 4.3 with sets siX , B and T , measure ν :“ γidmB›››› dνdmB
››››2
L2pmBq
“ }γi}2L2pmBq ď
?
K}γi}L1pmBq “
?
K
›››› dνdmB
››››
L1pmBq
,
function hωi,si P L2pmsiXq, and parameters 2 and δ to get a partition Pi of T of size
exppOpδ´2 log 2Kδ´1qq such that for all t, u P P P Pi,j we have
}ρt´1phωi,si ˚ pγidmBqq ´ ρu´1phωj ,sj ˚ pγidmBqq}L2pmsiXBT q
ď δ}γi}L1pmBq}hωi,si}L2pmsiXBT q ď δ
?
K}hωi,si}L2pmsiXBT q.
Let P :“ Źri“1Pi which is a partition of T of size at most exppOprδ´2 log 2Kδ´1qq, and
suppose that W is the largest cell so that we have the size bound for W we require (once
we have chosen δ), and if t, u P W and x P T then
|xρt´1phωi,si ˚ pγidmBqq ´ ρu´1phωi,si ˚ pγidmBqq, ρx´1pgωi,siqyL2pmsiXBT q|
ď δ
?
K}ρx´1pgωi,siq}L2pmsiXBT q}hωi,si}L2pmsiXBT q
“ δ
?
K}gωi,si}L2pmsiXBT q}hωi,si}L2pmsiXBT q.
On the other hand
xρt´1phωi,si ˚ pγidmBqq ´ ρu´1phωi,si ˚ pγidmBqq, ρx´1pgωi,siqyL2pmsiXBT q
“ |X||XBT |xphωi,sidmsiXq ˚ pρt´1pγidmBq ´ ρu´1pγidmBqq, ρx´1pgωi,siqy
“ |X||XBT |xρt´1pγidmBq ´ ρu´1pγidmBq, ρx´1pphωi,sidmsiXq
„ ˚ gωi,siqy
“ |X||XBT |
|BT |
|B| xρt´1pγi|Bq ´ ρu´1pγi|Bq, ρx´1pγiqyL2pmBT q.
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Combining the above we get
|xρt´1pγi|Bq ´ ρu´1pγi|Bq, ρx´1pγiqyL2pmBT q| ď δ.
Since pB, T q is η-closed we have
|BT |
|B| ¨ }ρx´1pγiq ´ ρx´1pγi|Bq}L1pmBT q ď 2}γi}L8pGq
|B`zB´|
|B| “ Opη
?
Kq
and it follows that
|xρt´1pγi|Bq ´ ρu´1pγi|Bq, ρx´1pγi|BqyL2pmBT q| ď δ `Opη
?
Kq.
Since x P T was arbitrary we conclude from the cases x “ u and x “ t that
|B´|
|B`| }ρt´1pγiq ´ ρu´1pγiq}L2pmB´ q ď }ρt´1pγi|Bq ´ ρu´1pγi|Bq}L2pmBT q ď 2δ `Opη
?
Kq
for all t, u PW . By the triangle inequality we then have›››››M 1r
˜
rÿ
i“1
ρt´1pγiq
¸
´ M
1
r
˜
rÿ
i“1
ρu´1pγiq
¸›››››
L2pmB´ q
“ OpMδ ` ηM
?
Kq,
for all t, u PW , and combining this with (5.1) taking δ “ ΩpǫM´1q gives the result. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let H be a Hilbert space, π : G Ñ AutpHq a homomorphism
and v, w P H have }w} “ 1 and }v} ďM such that fpxq “ xπpxqv, wy for all x P G. (This
is possible by Lemma 2.2.)
We begin by fixing some auxiliary parameters. Let ν and n be parameters (we will have
n “ Opǫ´2q and ν “ Ωpǫ2q) that will be optimised by later choices. Let δ “ ǫ´OppqMOp1q be
such that if η ď δ in Lemma 5.1 then the ηpMKqOp1q error term is at most 1
4p
ǫp{2 if K ď 2.
We construct Xi, Zi`1, Bi, Ti P N pGq for 0 ď i ď n ´ 1 such that
Xi Ă A0 :“
"
x : mA ˚ 1A2 ˚mApxq ą 1
2
*
;
pXi, Zi`1q and pZi`1, Xi`1q are ν-closed; pBi, T 4i q is δ-closed; pXi, B4i q is mintη, νu-closed;
and |A0| ď Ki|Ti|. (We shall calculate how Ki evolves later as it is a little more compli-
cated.) Finally, we shall ensure
(5.2)
››`{mZi`1pπq ´ ymXipπq˘ v›› ą 12ǫM.
Applying Corollary 3.3 to A with parameter mintη, νu to get sets X0, Y0 P N pGq such that
X0 Ă A0; pX0, Y 40 q is mintη, νu-closed; and
|Y0| ě expp´Opη´2ν´2 logOp1qKqq|A|.
Now |A0| ď 2K|A|, and since Y 40 Ă X0 Ă A0 we conclude that
|Y0Y ´10 | “ |Y 20 | ď |A0| ď exppOpη´2ν´2 logOp1qKqq|Y0|.
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Apply Corollary 3.3 again to Y0 with parameter δ to get B0, T0 P N pGq such that B40 Ă Y 40
(so pX0, B40q is mintη, νu-closed); pB0, T 40 q is δ-closed; and
|T0| ě expp´pδ´1η´1ν´1 logKqOp1qq|Y0| ě expp´pδ´1η´1ν´1 logKqOp1qq|A0|,
which gives out bound on K0.
Suppose we are at step i ď n´1 (so that Xi, Bi and Ti, but not Zi`1, have been defined)
and there is some t P G such that
(5.3) }f ´ f ˚mXi}Lppm
tB
´
i
q ą ǫM.
Since fptbq “ xπptqπpbqv, wy “ xπpbqv, πptq˚wy we can replace w by πptq˚w and assume
t “ 1G. Apply Lemma 5.1 with sets Xi, and pBi, Ti;B´i T 3i , BiTiq δ-closed to get a set
Wi Ă Ti with
|Wi| ě expp´p2pǫ´pMqOp1qq|Ti|
such that,
}ρu´1pfq ´ ρt´1pfq}L2pm
B
´
i
T3
i
q ď 2
4p
ǫp{2 for all u, t P Wi,
from the choice of δ. It follows that for all r, s, t, u PWi we have
}f ´ ρrs´1ut´1pfq}L2pm
B
´
i
q ď }f ´ ρrs´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
˙ ` }ρrs´1pfq ´ ρrs´1ut´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
˙
ď
d
|B´i Ti|
|B´i |
}ρr´1pfq ´ ρs´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
Ti
˙
`
d
|B´i T 2i |
|B´i |
}f ´ ρut´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
T2
i
˙
ď
d
|B´i T 3i |
|B´i |
}ρr´1pfq ´ ρs´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
T3
i
˙
`
d
|B´i T 3i |
|B´i T 2i |
}ρu´1pfq ´ ρt´1pfq}
L2
ˆ
m
B
´
i
T3
i
˙
ď 23´2pǫp{2.(5.4)
Since W´1i Ă T´1i “ Ti and T 2i Ă Bi Ă Xi Ă A0 we see that
|W´1i Wi| ď |A0| ď Ki|Ti| ď exppp2pǫ´pMqOp1qqKi|Wi|.
Apply Corollary 3.3 to W´1i with parameter ν to get Zi`1 P N pGq such that Z4i`1 Ă
WiW
´1
i WiW
´1
i Ă T 4i ; pZi`1, Y 4i q is ν-closed; and
|Yi| ě expp´pν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1qq|Wi|.
In particular, since Y 2i Ă Z2i`1 Ă T 4i Ă Bi Ă Xi Ă A0 we have
(5.5) |Y 2i | ď |A0| ď Ki|Ti| ď expp´pν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1qq|Yi|.
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It follows from the triangle inequality applied to (5.4) that
}f ´ f ˚mZi`1}pLppm
B
´
i
q ď p2Mqp´2}f ´ f ˚mZi`1}2L2pm
B
´
i
q ď
ˆ
1
2
ǫM
˙p
.
By the triangle inequality again and (5.3) (recalling that we have argued we may take
t “ 1G) we have
}f ˚mZi`1 ´ f ˚mXi}ApGq ě }f ˚mZi`1 ´ f ˚mXi}Lppm
B
´
i
q ą 1
2
ǫM,
and it follows from this that (5.2) holds.
Apply Corollary 3.3 to Yi (using the bound in (5.5)) with parameter mintν, ηu to get
Xi`1, Ui`1 P N pGq, such that pXi`1, U4i`1q is mintν, ηu-closed; pX`i`1q4 Ă Y 4i ; and
|Ui`1| ě expp´pη´1ν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1qq|Yi|.
Moreover, Xi`1 Ă Y 4i Ă Zi`1 Ă T 4i Ă Bi Ă Xi Ă A0 and U2i`1 Ă Xi`1 so
|U2i`1| ď |A0| ď expppη´1ν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1qq|Ui`1|.
Finally, apply Corollary 3.3 to Ui`1 with parameter δ to get Bi`1, Ti`1 P N pGq such that
pBi`1, T 4i`1q is δ-closed; pB`i`1q4 Ă U4i`1 and
|Ti`1| ě expp´pδ´1η´1ν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1qq|Ui`1|.
Since B4i`1 Ă U4i`1 and pXi`1, U4i`1q is mintν, ηu-closed we conclude that pXi`1, B4i`1q is
mintν, ηu-closed. Since Z4i`1 Ă T 4i Ă B4i we conclude that pXi, Zi`1q is ν-closed, and since
Xi`1 Ă Y 4i and pZi`1, Y 4i q is ν-closed we conclude that pZi`1, Xi`1q is ν-closed as required.
We repeat this provided i ď n´ 1 and (5.3) does not happen for any t P G, and we shall
see for a suitable choice of n that that leads to a contradiction.
Since pXi, Zi`1q and pZi`1, Xi`1q are ν-closed for 0 ď i ď n´ 1, if j ą i then Zj Ă Xj Ă
Xi`1 and and so
}mZi`1 ˚mXj ´mZi`1}, }mZi`1 ˚mZj`1 ´mZi`1} ď ν,
and
}mXi ˚mZj`1 ´mXi}, }mXi ˚mXj ´mXi} ď ν.
Dealing with i ą j similarly we have
} `{mZi`1pπq ´ ymXipπq˘ `{mZj`1pπq ´ ymXj pπq˘ } ď
#
4 if i “ j
4ν if i ‰ j .
It follows from the (finite version of the) Cotlar-Stein lemma that for any signs σ1, . . . , σn P
t´1, 1u we have ›››››n´1ÿ
i“0
σi
`{mZi`1pπq ´ ymXipπq˘
››››› ď Op1` νnq.
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We conclude (from (5.2)) that
n
ˆ
1
2
ǫM
˙2
ď
n´1ÿ
i“0
››`{mZi`1pπq ´ ymXipπq˘ v››2
“ Eσ
›››››n´1ÿ
i“0
σi
`{mZi`1pπq ´ ymXipπq˘ v
›››››
2
ď Op1` νnq2}v}2,
where the σ0, . . . , σn´1 P t´1, 1u are chosen independently and uniformly. It follows that
there is some ν “ Ωpǫ2q and n “ Opǫ´2q leading to a contradiction as claimed.
It remains to note
logKi`1 ď pη´1δ´1ν´12pǫ´pM logKiqOp1q.
Since the iteration proceeds at most i0 “ Opǫ´2q times this gives us a bound on Bi0 when
the iteration terminates (since |Bi0 | ě |Ti0 |). We set X :“ Xi0 and B :“ Bi0 which have
the required properties. 
6. Arithmetic connectivity
If f is Boolean and has }f}ApGq ďM then log-convexity of Lp-norms can be used to show
that Epfq ě M´2| supp f |3. However, when f is only almost integer-valued then it may
be that most of the mass of Epfq may be supported outside supp fZ. To deal with this
in the Abelian setting Green introduced the concept of arithmetic connectivity in [GS08,
Definition 5.2]. In this section we develop this in the setting of general groups and prove
the following proposition.
Proposition (Proposition 3.2). There is an absolute C ą 0 such that if f is ǫ-almost
integer-valued with }f}ApGq ďM and ǫ ď expp´CMq, then there is some S Ă supp fZ such
that |SS´1| ďMOpMq|S| and |S| “MOpMq| supp fZ|.
Given k, t P N we are interested in the vectors in rkst “ t1, . . . , kut. We say that i P rkst
is trivial if
|tj P rks : |ts P rts : is “ ju| “ 1u| ď 1;
we write Tk,t for the set of trivial elements of rkst, and Nk,t for the set of non-trivial
elements, that is Nk,r :“ rkstzTk,t.
Given a group G we say that A Ă G is pk, lq-arithmetically connected if for every
x P Ak there is some 1 ď r ď l, some i P Nk,2r`1, and some σ P t´1, 1u2r`1 such that
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xσ2r`1i2r`1 P A.
It is useful to know roughly how many trivial pairs there are and we capture this in the
following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Given k, r P N we have
|Tk,2r`1| ď exppOprqqrrkr`1.
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Proof. Writing
Rk,r :“ ti : r2rs Ñ rks s.t. |i´1ptjuq| ą 1 for all j P rksu,
we see that there is a natural surjection
r2r ` 1s ˆ rks ˆRk,r Ñ Tk,2r`1
so that |Tk,2r`1| ď p2r` 1qk|Rk,r|. The result will follow from an upper bound on this last
quantity.
Let X1, . . . , Xk be independent random variables with EXj “ 0 and EXnj “ 1 for all
n P t2, 3, . . . u and j P t1, . . . , ku. Then for any parameter η P p0, 1s (to be optimised later)
we have
|Rr,k| “ E
˜
kÿ
j“1
Xj
¸2r
ď p2rq!η´2rEexp
˜
kÿ
j“1
ηXj
¸
“ p2rq!η´2r pEexp pηX1qqk “ p2rq!η´2r exppOpη2kqq.
Optimising with η2k “ r we end up with |Rr,k| ď exppOprqqrrkr from which the result
follows. 
The proof of the next result is inspired by [Me´l82, Lemma 1] of Me´la and uses Chebychev
polynomials, the basic properties of which may be found in [ZKR03, §6.10.6].
Keeping the second parameter small is most important with the below but if the first
parameter is a concern then it may be useful to know that the auxiliary measures in [Me´l82,
Lemme 4] can be used to show that supp fZ is pOpM2 logMq, OpM logMqq-arithmetically
connected.
Lemma 6.2. There is an absolute C ą 0 such that if f is ǫ-almost integer-valued with
}f}ApGq ď M and ǫ ď expp´CMq, then supp fZ is pOpM3q, OpMqq-arithmetically con-
nected.
Proof. Since f P ApGq there is a Hilbert space H with elements v, w P H and a homomor-
phism π : GÑ AutpHq such that fptq “ xπptqv, wy for all t P G, and }v}}w} ďM .
Let k and l be natural numbers to be optimised later and suppose that A :“ supp fZ is
not pk, lq-arithmetically connected. It follows that there is some x P Ak such that for every
1 ď r ď l, i P Nk,2r`1 and σ P t´1, 1u2r`1 we haveˇˇˇ
f
´
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xσ2r`1i2r`1
¯ˇˇˇ
ď ǫ.
We define an auxiliary function ω P pS1qk as follows. Since the function f is real and since
xj P A we see that |fpxjq| ě 1 ´ ǫ ě 12 for all j P rks so that sgn fpxjq ‰ 0. For each
j P rks if sgn fpx´1j q “ 0 or sgn fpxjq “ sgn fpx´1j q then set ωj “ sgn fpxjq otherwise set
ωj “ i sgn fpxjq. It follows thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 12k
kÿ
j“1
pωjfpxjq ` ω´1j fpx´1j qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ě 12k
¨˝ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ kÿ
j:ωjPR
|fpxjq|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ kÿ
j:ωjRR
|fpxjq|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2‚˛
1
2
ě 1
8
.
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The operator
R :“ 1
2k
kÿ
j“1
`
ωjπpxjq ` ω´1j πpxjq˚
˘
is hermitian and has eigenvalues in r´1, 1s. Let T2l`1pXq “ a1X ` a3X3` ¨ ¨ ¨` a2l`1X2l`1
be the Chebychev polynomial (of the first kind) of degree 2l` 1. Since T2l`1 maps r´1, 1s
to r´1, 1s, the spectral radius of T2l`1pRq is at most 1.
Now, for 1 ď r ď l we haveC˜
1
2k
kÿ
j“1
`
ωjπpxjq ` ω´1j πpxjq˚
˘¸2r`1
v, w
G
“ 1p2kq2r`1
ÿ
iPNk,2r`1,σPt´1,1u2r`1
ωσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωσ2r`1i2r`1 f
´
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xσ2r`1i2r`1
¯
` 1p2kq2r`1
ÿ
iPTk,2r`1,σPt´1,1u2r`1
ωσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωσ2r`1i2r`1 f
´
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xσ2r`1i2r`1
¯
,
from which it follows by Lemma 6.1 thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
C˜
1
2k
kÿ
j“1
`
ωjπpxjq ` ω´1j πpxjq˚
˘¸2r`1
v, w
Gˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď ǫ`MO ´ rk¯r .
Since |a1| “ 2l`1, |a2r`1| “ Opl{rq2r`1 for 0 ď r ď l and
řl
r“1 |a2r`1| “ exppOplqq we have
M ě }v}}w} ě
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
C
T2l`1
˜
1
2k
kÿ
j“1
`
ωjπpxjq ` ω´1j πpxjq˚
˘¸
v, w
Gˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ lÿ
r“0
a2r`1
C˜
1
2k
kÿ
j“1
`
ωjπpxjq ` ω´1j πpxjq˚
˘¸2r`1
v, w
Gˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ě |a1|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 12k
kÿ
j“1
pωjfpxjq ` ω´1j fpx´1j qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ lÿ
r“1
|a2r`1|
´
ǫ`MO
´ r
k
¯r¯
ě p2l ` 1q
8
´ ǫ exppOplqq ´OpMl3{kq
provided l2 ď ck for some sufficiently small absolute c ą 0. Let m “ c1l3 and note that for
l “ CM sufficiently large we arrive at a contradiction. The result is proved. 
The next lemma is the part of our argument that depends most on G being finite – we
need some way to measure the size of the set A so that it is non-trivial.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that A is pk, lq-arithmetically connected. Then there is some S Ă A
such that |S| “ k´Oplq|A| and |SS´1| ď kOplq|S|.
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Proof. Sinceÿ
1ďrďl
ÿ
iPNk,2r`1
ÿ
σPt´1,1u2r`1
1 “
ÿ
1ďrďl
|Nk,2r`1|
ˇˇt´1, 1u2r`1 ˇˇ ď lÿ
r“1
p2kq2r`1 ď p2kq2l`3
we conclude by averaging that there is some 1 ď r ď l, i P Nk,2r`1 and σ P t´1, 1u2r`1
such that ÿ
x1,...,xk
1Apx1q . . . 1Apxkq1A
´
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xσ2r`1i2r`1
¯
ě 1p2kq2l`3 |A|
k.
Since i P Nk,2r`1 it follows that
|tj P rks : |ts P r2r ` 1s : is “ ju| “ 1u ě 2,
and so there are elements s1 ă s2 P r2r ` 1s such that
(6.1) |ts P r2r ` 1s : is “ is1u| “ 1 and |ts P r2r ` 1s : is “ is2u| “ 1.
Let S :“ rksztis1, is2u. Thenÿ
xi1 ,...,xis1´1
,xis1`1
,...,
xis2´1
,xis2`1
,...,xi2r`1
1A pxi1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1A
`
xis1´1
˘
1A
`
xis1`1
˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1A `xis2´1˘ 1A `xis2`1˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1A `xi2r`1˘
equals |A|k´2. Averaging gives xi1 , . . . , xis1´1, xis1`1, . . . , xis2´1, xis2`1, . . . , xi2r`1 P A such
that ÿ
xis1
,xis2
1A
`
xis1
˘
1A
`
xis2
˘
ˆ 1A
´
xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
σs1´1
is1´1
¨ xσs1is1 ¨ x
σs1`1
is1`1
¨ ¨ ¨xσs2´1is2´1 ¨ x
σs2
is2
¨ xσs2`1is2`1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
σ2r`1
i2r`1
¯
ě 1|A|k´2 ¨
1
p2kq2l`3 |A|
k “ |A|
2
p2kq2l`3 .
Write
w :“ xσ1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
σs1´1
is1´1
, y :“ xσs1`1is1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
σs2´1
is2´1
and z :“ xσs2`1is2`1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
σ2r`1
i2r`1
,
where each of these products may be empty and if so is the identity. In light of (6.1) none
of w, y or z depends on xis1 or xis2 . By the change of variables
u :“ wxσs1is1 and v
´1 :“ yxσs2is2
we have
|A|2
p2kq2l`3 ď
ÿ
u,v
1wAσs1 puq1A´σs2 y´1pvq1Az´1puv´1q
“ x1wAσs1 , 1Az´1 ˚ 1A´σs2 y´1yℓ2pGq ď }1wAσs1 }ℓ2pGq}1Az´1 ˚ 1A´σs2 y´1}ℓ2pGq.
It follows that, in the notation of Tao and Vu [TV06, (2.37)], we have EpAz´1, A´σs2y´1q ě
k´Oplq|A|3. Apply the Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers Lemma [TV06, Corollary 2.40] to get A1 Ă
Az´1 such that |A1| “ k´Oplq|A| and |pA1qpA1q´1| ď kOplq|A1|; the result follows on taking
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S :“ A1z so that S Ă A, |S| “ k´Oplq|A| and |SS´1| “ |pA1zqpA1zq´1| ď kOplq|S|. The result
is proved. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. This follows immediately on combining Lemma 6.2 and Lemma
6.3. 
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